Guy

I’ll jump in your shower as soon as this buzz kicks in.

Jenny

Hey let me ask you a question. (turns on recorder) What’s the grammatical significance of the sentence ‘Why run from fire ants?’

Guy

Is this a test.

Jenny

No it’s just.... I was just wondering what the grammatical significance of the sentence was. ‘Why run from fire ants’?

Guy

Ah well every vowel is in there from starting with the U and going to the A. Right it’s backwards?

Jenny

Well I guess it’s easy you know. For a sentence. I mean I wish there was one word with all the vowels in it you know, but in alphabetical order.

Guy

Facetious

Jenny

Son of a bitch really really?

Guy

I got it?

Jenny

You’re brilliant.

Guy
Give me another one.

Jenny

You’re a genius. These questions are from a test that they give to geniuses. I got a hold of your school records Guy Trilby. You’re 8th grade counselor on your file

Guy

Let me see that.

Jenny

just before you dropped out saying that you showed signs of being a genius. Fed ex was waiting for me when I got here. I told you I was good.

Guy

Mister Leavenworth. What a dick eater. Told me I was a useless looser and then he makes secret notes saying that he thinks I’m smart. Glad I stole his bike and shaved his cat.

Jenny

You just never had a chance to shine in this school. You just never had a chance to realize it.

Guy

I had a shitty upbringing. My dad wasn’t around I mean it goes on and on and on. Who skated through their adolescence?

Jenny

Where was your father?

Guy

I don’t know

Jenny

Hmmm....
Guy

You got something there? Where is your pen?

Jenny

Well maybe he was brilliant. Maybe your mom was. Cause they say sometimes it’s brilliance and photographic memory which you have are inherited.

Guy

It didn’t come from mom. She hated everything to do with education. This one time when I was a kid I tried to get into the local spelling bee ironically enough and she burned my favorite dictionary.

Jenny

Is that why you’re here. A chance to do something that you weren’t able to do while she was alive?

Guy

Are we in interview mode now? Come on. You can’t just have a normal conversation. You have to turn everything into an interview.

Jenny

I’m a reporter.

Guy

So can’t you talk too?

Jenny

You know what you have problems Guy Trilby.

Guy

You’re a shrink too right? A shrink on top of being a reporter? I don’t know how you cram it all in. And you’re the one with the problem. You have to be blind folded to get off. That’s a problem.

Jenny
Oh well don’t worry about that Guy! Cause that’s never gonna happen again!

Guy
Great.

Jenny
Yea Great.

Guy
You promise?

Jenny
Oh I wouldn’t let you near my vagina again if you paid me a million dollars!

THEY MAKE OUT AND START GOING AT IT.

Jenny
Don’t look at me.

Guy
What?

Jenny
Don’t look at me

Guy
Ok.

Jenny
Oh. Yea yea. Do not look at me.

Guy
Ok.

Do not look at me. Do not look at me.

**Guy**

You’re fucking staring at me you know. It’s kind of creepy.

**Jenny**

Oh yea yea yea. Yep yep yep yep yep. Don’t look at me. Don’t look at me.

**Guy**

Ok. alright.

**Jenny**

Don’t look at me. Now I have to start again. I’m sorry. I lost it. I lost it.

**Guy**

I understand. Ok ok.

**Jenny**

Lost it. Lost it. So we can be here all night.

**Guy**

Build it up.

**Jenny**

Ok.

**Guy**

Climbing the mountain.

**Jenny**
Yea yea yea yea yea

Guy

Got it. One foot in front of the other. Ok now we're jogging. Now we're jogging. Who wants to run?

Jenny

Don't look at me! Do you want me to grab your balls? Do you want me to stick my finger up your asshole?

Guy

Shut the fuck up!

Jenny

Oh oh oh (climaxes). Don't look at me. (walking out the door). Wow ok. Second time shame on me.

Guy

I had a good time too thanks.

Jenny

So if I need fresh towels in the morning I should just put my name on this? Well I'll see you tomorrow or whatever. You know.

Guy

Bye. You know if you really had it all together you wouldn't leave your underwear.